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10 WEBINARS 35 DELOITTE SUBJECT 
MATTER EXPERTS

11 COUNTRIES

United Kingdom

France

Germany

Hungary

Poland

Romania

Belgium

DAY1 │ 14-JUNE 

1) What’s new on the regulatory and 

supervisory agenda?

2) Capital management & stress testing in the 
post-COVID period

DAY2 │ 15-JUNE

1) The post-COVID credit risk environment

2) The banking sector’s NPL outlook

DAY3 │ 16-JUNE

1) Strategic view on the BIRD

2) Cloud

DAY4 │ 17-JUNE 

1) ESG strategy for the banking sector

2) Deep dive in the cyber and IT security 
ecosystem

DAY5 │ 18-JUNE 

1) All about AML: from EBA’s expectations to 
recent innovations

2) RegTech insights – the future of compliance

Ireland

The Netherlands

Cyprus

Austria
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DAY 4 / SESSION 2

Deep dive in the cyber and IT security 
ecosystem
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Agenda

Threat Landscape

Experience of an experienced

Vendor security

Procurement

TIBER

How does the threat landscape translate 
into regulations?

Operational Security

Regulatory priorities in the market

Payment Security

Priorities and perspective
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Cyber Security –
What the h@ck is going on?
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After a “moderate” time, last year 
we have seen some increase and in 

the past months a hard hit.

Silence is never a good sign. After a “moderate” time, last year we have seen some increase and in the 
past months a hard hit (meaning serious ransomware attacks and BECs). 

Sophisticated attacks often require significant investment: zero-days, access / data leaks, deployment 
tools, framework, preparation for the hit, tool development, ransomware code, follow-up (support), ML

Cost of Cyber insurance increased.  According to the Council of Insurance Agents & Brokers, change in 
US premiums was +17% quarter-on-quarter in Q1 2021. Constant increase since Q1 2019.

Cyber insurance – the first signs of changes: halting reimbursement, change in insurance policies.

As for the Colonial Pipeline… According to Bloomberg “Hackers gained entry into the networks of 
Colonial Pipeline Co. on April 29 through a virtual private network account ……. The account’s password 
has since been discovered inside a batch of leaked passwords on the dark web.” … Colonial paid 4.4M 
USD ransom.

Our experience shows that initial steps of an attack seem so “harmless”.

Business e-mail compromise was sharply on the rise in 2020. 

Various types of phishing, SMS phishing, account hijacking, data leaks etc.

For the scale of online FIN-Crime… Operation HAECHI-I – 6 months, more than 1,400 investigations, 892 
cases solved, 585 individuals arrested, more than 1,600 bank accounts frozen, 83M USD intercepted.

Experience of an experienced

Threat landscape
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If attackers want to stop a bakery operating, they do not need to attack the bakery. 
It is enough if the bakery will not get yeast. 

Vendors may have limited resources for Cyber Security.

Software vendors and IT vendors are special cases. Do you really know what you buy?
Unexpected “extras”

Compliance – expectations can be set on papers, the solutions too

Vendor security

Threat landscape
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Procurement policies may go against effective Cyber Security

Cheapest win principle – areas where you may want the best and not the cheapest

Lack of Proof of Concept

PoC and the reality

Certified professionals vs certified whatever

Procurement

Threat landscape

It is not only you who know your procurement policies, key vendors … 
the attackers know them too.
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WE MUST
TAKE ACTION

TO ENSURE 
SECURITY
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